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This book provides an approachable and concise introduction to seismic theory, designed as a first

course for undergraduate students. It clearly explains the fundamental concepts, emphasizing

intuitive understanding over lengthy derivations. Incorporating over 30% new material, this second

edition includes all the topics needed for a one-semester course in seismology. Additional material

has been added throughout including numerical methods, 3-D ray tracing, earthquake location,

attenuation, normal modes, and receiver functions. The chapter on earthquakes and source theory

has been extensively revised and enlarged, and now includes details on non-double-couple

sources, earthquake scaling, radiated energy, and finite slip inversions. Each chapter includes

worked problems and detailed exercises that give students the opportunity to apply the techniques

they have learned to compute results of interest and to illustrate the Earth's seismic properties.

Computer subroutines and datasets for use in the exercises are available at

www.cambridge.org/shearer.
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I really like this little book! The layout is great (no clutter) and easy to read. The font is adequate, the

equations clear and the tone relaxed. While it isn't as in depth as most other books on this subject, it

makes for a handy reference. It is a broad overview of the fundamentals of earthquake seismology. I

find that it explains some of the more rigorous subject matter in an easier to understand way. If

you're not understanding a subject very well in say, the book: "Quantitative Seismology", just refer



to this little gem and wala...it's like a lightbulb coming on. I particularly like the section on source

theory. It's like a breath of fresh air. I can't say enough about how accessible this book is. I

recommend it highly.

By going through the textbook and doing selected exercises one can complete the equivalent of a

quarter-long seismology class. Well written and accessible to a wide range of interest levels and

mathematical abilities, this book is excellent for anyone with a desire to learn about seismology at a

quantitative level.

This is one of six seismology books I have recently purchased. They all complement each other.

This is a good book with a difficulty of level of about 3 out of 5. I have no problem with the math in it

even 50 years after graduate level math courses.I bought it to evaluate data from my home built

seismograph which has picked up about 25 events in two months from all over the world. There is

much information in it that doesn't require higher math.

I took a quarter long course in seismology and this book fit the bill perfectly. Even though are class

was not based solely on this book, I felt it added a great deal more to my enjoyment of the class.

This is a great pre-graduate course book for an eye-opening look into seismology.

I just finished an intro to seismology course, and this was the textbook for it. It is easy to read and

understand, covers most topics well, and is generally a good introductory textbook. It does,

however, lack depth. Often I'd finish a chapter and still have a lot of questions on how, exactly, I

could apply what I'd learned to a problem. I found this frustrating.

This textbook is very good. The author emphasizes on the mathematical taste in the description of

seismic and geologic features. If you look at things on a mathematical perspective, this is the on you

must have in your "library".

I love this book. It is thinner than Stein and Wysession, but equally good in quality. I have learned

introductory level seismology. But I can still learn a lot when I come back to read it again.
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